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💥BREAKING NEWS💥 ‘National Emergency’:
 @RT_com  reports that Trump bans Huawei & other
‘adversary tech’ from US telecoms... but Russia gets a
free pass at Mar A Lago, Trump Tower, The White House,
his cell phone and US home and office routers 🙄

‘National emergency’: Trump bans Huawei & other ‘adversary tech’ fro…
US President Donald Trump has declared a national emergency over technology
designed or produced by ‘foreign adversaries,’ an act widely understood to target
China’s ZTE and Huawei in an effort to fr…

https://www.rt.com/usa/459442-trump-ban-telecommunications-foreign-adversaries/

🔥Remember when the @FBI sent out an urgent message to reboot your home and

office routers because Fancy Bear 🐻 had compromised them⁉
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BREAKING NEWS  Remember secret meeting w RU Intel 
Heads? Looks like Trump, Pompeo, Naryshkin,  Bortnikov and 
Korobov had success forming  the “Cyber Security Alliance” 
Putin wanted. THIS IS TREASON  
popularmechanics.com/technology/sec…

544 7:43 PM - May 29, 2018

FBI to America: Reboot Your Routers, Right Now
There's a sneaky bit of malware going around.
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545 people are talking about this

popularmechanics.com

@drjohnoconnor- thank you! I respect your comment about RT. I like to point out

the irony by showing followers what they are reporting on. Plus, I get under their skin

and they have quoted me and called me western media and a pundit 😂 Look👇

Death of GRU chief sends Western media and pundits into tailspin of c…
The death of Igor Korobov, who led Russia’s top military intelligence agency, has
sent conspiracy mongers into overdrive. Unwilling to believe the 62 year-old died of
cancer, they are filling in the …

https://www.rt.com/news/444651-korobov-death-conspiracy-media/

A foreign adversary - Russian or Chinese is welcome to eavesdrop on Mar a Lago....
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Replying to @TrueFactsStated

 Mar A Lago’s WIFI - CLOUD4WI partners w Enforta, 
Russia’s largest fixed wireless operator... cc @MingGao26

1,968 11:18 PM - Dec 30, 2018

1,489 people are talking about this

🔥Will Trump uninstall Avtomatika, the direct line he uses to communicate w

Putin⁉
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A Rostec unit that specializes in encryption and secure 
communications, Avtomatika, reportedly supplies the White 
House w products that allow Trump to communicate directly w 
Putin. themoscowtimes.com/news/white-hou…

94 5:50 PM - Jan 4, 2019

122 people are talking about this

White House Uses Russian Technology to Communicate With …
A Russian company reportedly supplies the White House with
products that allow Trump to communicate directly with President
themoscowtimes.com

💥BOOM💥The irony is that foreign adversaries of the United States are the very

leaders and mob connections that Trump has bromances with. US Intel intercepts

those calls. So, by default, Trump’s calls are monitored 😂
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 Who is the LEAKER  Astonishing, but it’s true.. 
@realDonaldTrump has been using his cell phone because he 
doesn’t want General Kelly to know who he called. He left 
himself open for every conversation to be monitored

The Lead CNN @TheLeadCNN

President Trump is increasingly relying on his personal cell phone to 
contact outside advisers, multiple sources inside and outside the White 
House tell CNN cnn.it/2qVIUGT
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